
Ino-bio 8  
degreaser 

for kitchen floors
INO-BI8 378

Daily floor cleaning with mop:   
1. Dilute Ino-bio 8 1:64. 2. Clean with a mop according to usual  
procedures. 3. No rinsing necessary. 

Deep cleaning:   
1. Dilute Ino-bio 8 1:25. 2. Apply generously the solution on the floor 
with a mop. 3. Let it stand for a few minutes. 4. Scrub the floor using a 
manual brush or auto scrubber. 5. Pick-up excess solution. 6. Rinse. 

Floor cleaning with auto scrubber : 
1. Dilute Ino-bio 8 1:125. 2. Clean with an auto scrubber, according to 
manufacturer’s instructions. 3. No rinsing necessary. 

When poured regularly in drains and pipes, Ino-Bio 8 used solution 
prevents bad odors and obstructions.

Benefits

Safe for users’ health •	

Safe for the environment •	

Does not damage surfaces and equipments •	

Hypoallergenic•	

Continuous cleaning action •	

Makes floors much less slippery•	

Completely biodegradable•	

Neutral pH•	

Certified Ecologo•	

Made in Canada•	

Highly concentrated product: less packaging•	

Ino-Bio 8 is an effective floor degreaser for kitchen. 
It has been designed to biodegrade and remove oils, 
greases and other dirt on floors and ceramic joints and 
also  
eliminates odors. Ino-bio 8 biodegrades greases on a 
continuous basis and leaves floors much less slippery. It 
can be used to clean floors in kitchens, dining rooms,  
cafeterias, food courts, etc.
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Directions



Related products:

can be used with the following accessories:

dilutions
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Ino-bio 8 Degreaser for kitchen floors (cold water)
Daily floor cleaning with mop 1:64 16 ml/L of water

Deep cleaning 1:25 40 ml/L of water

Floor cleaning with auto scrubber 1:125 8 ml/L of water

Ino-bio 8  
degreaser 

for kitchen floors
INO-BI8 378
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Ino-bio 5  
grease trap 
treatment
INO-BI5 378

Ino-bio 6  
odour controller 
for waste containers
INO-BI6 378

Ino-bio 9  
biotechnological 
agro degreaser
INO-BI9 378
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